The Centre for Exoplanet Science invites to an evening on exoplanets, their birthplaces, galaxies and a discussion on trust in science

1 December 2018, CREME building (old St Andrews observatory building)

18:15h: Peter Woitke
**Welcome and Introduction** to the Talk Series at the St Andrews Observatory Open Night

18:20h Screening of *Exploring the Universe in the Search for Ourselves?* (Film by Martin Dominik, ~ 6 mins)

18:30h (15+10mins): Fran Bartolić: **How to find exoplanets?**

19:00h (15+10 mins): Peter Woitke: **Where do planets form?**

19:30h (15+10 mins): Anne-Marie Weijmanns: **The secret lives of galaxies**

20:00h: Discussion: **Trust in Science**